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Modeling of the Perfectly Matched Layer Absorbing Boundaries and

Intrinsic Attenuation in Explicit Finite-Element Methods

by Shuo Ma* and Pengcheng Liu

Abstract We present an implementation of the perfectly matched layer (PML)
absorbing boundary conditions and modeling of intrinsic attenuation (Q) in explicit
finite-element simulations of wave propagation. The finite-element method uses one
integration point and an hourglass control scheme, which leads to an easy extension
of the velocity-stress implementation of PML to the finite-element method. Numerical
examples using both regular and irregular elements in the PML region show excellent
results: very few reflections are observed from the boundary for both body waves
and surface waves—far superior to the classic first-order absorbing boundaries. The
one-point integration also gives rise to an easy incorporation of the coarse-grain
approach for modeling Q (Day, 1998). We implement the coarse-grain method in a
structured finite-element mesh straightforwardly. We also apply the coarse-grain
method to a widely used, slightly unstructured finite-element mesh, where unstruc-
tured finite elements are only used in the vertical velocity transition zones. A linear
combination of eight relaxation mechanisms is used to simulate the target attenuation
model over a wide frequency range. The relaxation time and weight of each relaxation
mechanism are distributed in a spatially periodic manner to the center of each ele-
ment. Stress relaxations caused by anelastic material response are calculated from
elastic strains in the element and redistributed to the nodal forces of the element.
Numerical simulation of anelastic wave propagation in a layered velocity structure
with very small Qs using both the structured mesh and the unstructured mesh show
excellent agreement with the analytical solutions when the viscoelastic modulus is
calculated by a harmonic average over the coarse-grain unit. Our scheme greatly
expands the use of PML and the coarse-grain method for modeling Q, so that these
methods can be used in a versatile and efficient finite-element formulation.

Introduction

As one of the most popular methods in the engineering
community, the finite-element method is increasingly ap-
plied in the simulation of wave propagations (e.g., Lysmer
and Drake, 1972; Smith, 1975; Pereyra et al., 1992; Bao et
al., 1998; Hisada et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2003; Koketsu et
al., 2004) and earthquake dynamic rupture propagations
(e.g., Archuleta and Frazier, 1978; Day, 1982; Oglesby et
al., 1998; Aagaard et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2003). The
finite-element method allows the use of irregular elements
of different size, geometry, and order of approximations,
which make it very efficient to model complicated geomet-
rical boundary conditions. For example, when dealing with
free-surface topography and nonplanar fault surfaces, the
finite-element method is far superior to the widely used
finite-difference method.

*Present address: Department of Geophysics, Stanford University, Pan-
ama Mall 397, Stanford, California 94305-2215.

Among different finite-element implementations, the
explicit finite-element method with second-order elements
and one-point integration is widely used. It combines the
flexibility of the finite-element method and the efficiency of
the finite-difference method. Because of its efficiency and
versatility, this method has been widely implemented and
extensively applied to transient analyses in engineering
and seismology. In this article, for brevity, we refer to this
particular implementation as the finite-element method.

The underlying algorithm for the explicit finite-element
method is simple. In most cases, it uses four-node quadri-
lateral elements in two dimensions and eight-node hexahe-
dral elements in three dimensions and employs one integra-
tion point and an hourglass control scheme. Higher-order
elements are rarely used in transient analyses because of the
computational costs and the numerical noise resulting from
the ad hoc mass lumping necessary to generate a diagonal
mass matrix (Hughes, 1987). One-point integration provides
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tremendous computational benefits in dynamic simulations.
There is a 3/4 reduction in computational time in two di-
mensions and 7/8 reduction in three dimensions with the
one-point integration compared with the full integration.
One-point integration also gives rise to an efficient way to
simulate nonlinear material response (Goudreau and Hall-
quist, 1982), whereas it is cumbersome for fully integrated
elements. Furthermore, the fully integrated elements tend to
lock if the material becomes incompressible.

One major drawback of one-point integration in the ele-
ments, as used in our implementation, is a mesh instability
known as hourglassing. However, the hourglass modes can
be eliminated by well-developed hourglass control schemes
(e.g., Kosloff and Frazier, 1978; Flanagan and Belytschko,
1981; Belytschko et al., 1984). Kosloff and Frazier (1978)
identified the similarity of their hourglass control and the
incompatible element of Wilson et al. (1973), and showed
that a one-point integration implementation coupled with a
stiffness hourglass control scheme can produce a more ac-
curate flexural response than fully integrated elements. Con-
sidering the large cost savings and desirable features of one-
point integration, fully integrated elements are often avoided
in transient analysis. In this article, we will show that the
widely used one-point integration scheme leads to an easy
implementation of the perfectly matched layer (PML) ab-
sorbing boundary (Bérenger, 1994, 1996) and an efficient
incorporation of seismic attenuation in the explicit finite-
element method.

PML

For waves in unbounded domains, the computational
domain must be truncated to keep the computation tractable.
Absorbing boundaries are usually placed around the region
of interest so that when the outgoing waves impinge on the
boundaries the reflection is minimal, thus mimicking the na-
ture of wave propagations in unbounded domains. Classical
absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) based on a paraxial
approximation are widely used in the finite-element com-
munity (e.g., Lysmer and Kuhlmeyer, 1969; Clayton and
Engquist, 1977; Higdon, 1991). These ABCs can be easily
implemented and when the incident angle is normal to the
boundary they can absorb high-frequency waves well. They
reflect a large amount of spurious energy at grazing inci-
dence in addition to low-frequency energy at all angles of
incidence, however. Moreover, they absorb surface waves
rather poorly. Bérenger (1994, 1996) first introduced the
PML absorbing boundary for electromagnetic waves, which
has the remarkable property of having zero reflection coef-
ficients for almost all angles of incidence and all frequencies
before discretization. This formulation has proved to be ex-
tremely efficient and has become popular. Soon after their
introduction, PMLs were applied to elastic wave propagation
(e.g., Hastings et al., 1996; Collino and Tsogka, 2001; Mar-
cinkovich and Olsen, 2003; Festa and Nielsen, 2003; Ko-
matitsch and Tromp, 2003; Basu and Chopra, 2004; Festa

and Vilotte, 2005). Collino and Tsogka (2001) first pre-
sented a velocity-stress formulation of PML for the elastic
wave equation, which serves as the basis for the 3D
staggered-grid velocity-stress finite-difference implementa-
tion of Marcinkovich and Olsen (2003) and Festa and Niel-
sen (2003). Komatitsch and Tromp (2003) extended the
velocity-stress implementation of PML to the second-order
wave equations, which can be used by the finite-element and
spectral-element methods, but their implementation is not
straightforward. A third-order differential equation must be
solved at every timestep, which necessitates modification of
the numerical algorithm in the interior region. In this article,
we show that the one-point integration leads to an easy ex-
tension of the velocity-stress implementation of PML to the
explicit finite-element method, which allows the use of ir-
regular elements in the PML region.

Seismic Attenuation

Energy loss through nonelastic process is usually mea-
sured by intrinsic attenuation and parameterized with the
quality factor Q. Incorporation of seismic Q in the ground-
motion modeling is important because it can strongly affect
the amplitude and duration of the ground motion when
waves travel within shallow soft materials. Seismic Q also
decreases the waveform amplitudes and causes strong wave-
form dispersions (Aki and Richards, 2002) when waves
travel over regional/global distances.

Rayleigh damping is widely used in the finite-element
modeling of structural dynamics to model the energy-loss
mechanism in the structures. It has also been applied in the
strong ground motion modeling for the incorporation of seis-
mic-wave attenuation (Bao et al., 1998). However, Rayleigh
damping lacks a sound physical basis and can only be used
in a narrow frequency band when modeling frequency-
independent Q. The anelasticity, which causes the intrinsic
attenuation of the material, however, can be alternatively
incorporated into time domain wave-field simulations by the
memory-variable technique (Day and Minster, 1984; Em-
merich and Korn, 1987; Carcione et al., 1988). This pow-
erful technique can accurately model both a frequency-
independent and frequency-dependent Q over a wide
frequency range by using a linear combination of multiple
relaxation mechanisms (e.g., Liu et al., 1976). Each relax-
ation mechanism is represented by a set of memory variables
that can be updated using first-order differential equations.
The accuracy of modeling Q depends on the number of re-
laxation mechanisms used. More relaxation mechanisms will
result in a more accurate modeling of Q. However, a large
cost is associated with updating and storing the memory
variables even when using just two relaxation mechanisms,
which severely limits its use in 3D simulation of anelastic
wave propagations (e.g., Robertsson et al., 1994; Xu and
McMechan, 1998).

To avoid the large cost increase associated with updat-
ing and storing the additional memory variables in 3D ap-
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plications, Day (1998) and Day and Bradley (2001) devel-
oped a coarse-graining methodology for memory-variable
calculations in a staggered-grid velocity-stress finite-
difference scheme. In their implementation, individual re-
laxation mechanisms are distributed in a spatially periodic
manner across adjacent finite-difference grids. For 3D mod-
els, up to eight discrete relaxation mechanisms (one per grid)
can be accommodated in each coarse-grain cell. The com-
bined effects of different relaxation mechanisms across
neighboring grids can generate a good approximation of Q
in the coarse-grain volume. Because only one relaxation
mechanism is needed at each grid location, there is a tre-
mendous reduction in storage and computational cost, mak-
ing it practical to incorporate attenuation accurately in large-
scale wave-propagation simulations. This approach has been
extended by Graves and Day (2003) and Liu and Archuleta
(2006).

In this article, we extend the coarse-grain approach to
the explicit finite-element method. Eight pairs of relaxation
times and weights are distributed in a spatially periodic man-
ner to the center of elements where stresses are defined in
the one-point integration scheme, so that each element rep-
resents a single relaxation mechanism. The stress changes
caused by anelastic material response are calculated from
elastic strains in the element and added to the elastic stresses.
The forces caused by the total stress are then redistributed
to the nodes of the element. We implement this approach in
both a structured mesh and a widely used slightly unstruc-
tured mesh (see Fig. 7). The unstructured part of the mesh
is only used in the vertical velocity transition zones, which
allows the change of mesh densities between different ve-
locity regions so that the number of nodes per wavelength
is roughly constant everywhere.

In the following sections, we first briefly summarize the

basic steps in the explicit finite-element method with the
one-point integration and hourglass-control scheme. Next,
we show that the one-point integration leads to an easy ex-
tension of the velocity-stress implementation of PML to the
finite-element method. We demonstrate the accuracy and ef-
ficiency of PML by solving Lamb’s problem and wave prop-
agation in a layered media due to a point source. Next we
show the finite-element implementation of the coarse-grain
modeling of Q. We test our implementation by modeling
anelastic wave propagations in a layered velocity structure
with very small Qs.

Explicit Finite-Element Algorithm

For an eight-node hexahedral isoparametric element, the
trilinear shape function is given in the reference plane by

1
N � (1 � n n )(1 � g g)(1 � f f),I I I I8

where (n, g, f) is the coordinate of an arbitrary point within
the element in the reference plane and (nI, gI, fI) is the co-
ordinate of node I. The range of the upper-case subscripts is
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The transformation between the ref-
erence plane and the physical plane is given by

x � x N ,I I

y � y N ,I I

and
z � z N ,I I

where (x, y, z) is the coordinate of an arbitrary point within

Figure 1. A hexahedreal element with arbitrary shape is transformed into a uniform
cube in the reference plane through the isoparametric transformation. In the one-point
integration finite-element scheme, all three components of velocity are defined at the
nodes and six components of stress are defined at the element center.
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the element in the physical plane and (xI, yI, zI) is the coor-
dinate of node I (Fig. 1). Summation over repeated indices
is assumed. The velocity field within the element is ex-
pressed using the same shape functions as

v � v N ,i iI I

where viI is the nodal velocity. The range of lower case sub-
scripts is {1, 2, 3}. In the one-point integration finite-element
scheme, the velocities are located at the element nodes and
the stresses are all defined at the center of the element
(Fig. 1).

If we define

B � N | , (1)iI I, i n�g�f�0

where the comma denotes differentiation, then the velocity
gradient at the element center is

v � v B . (2)i, j iI jI

From equation (1), it can be shown that the B matrix
has the following antisymmetry properties:

B � �B , B � �B ,j1 j7 j2 j8

B � �B , and B � �B . (3)j3 j5 j4 j6

The detailed derivation of the B matrix is shown in Appendix
A. The B matrix provides an easy way to evaluate the ve-
locity gradient. For example, we expand vx,x as follows:

v � B v � B v � B v � B v � B vx,x 11 x1 12 x2 13 x3 14 x4 15 x5

� B v � B v � B v16 x6 17 x7 18 x8

� B (v � v ) � B (v � v )11 x1 x7 12 x2 x8

� B (v � v ) � B (v � v ) .13 x3 x5 14 x4 x6

The B matrix depends only on the element geometry. For a
regular element with element size hx, hv, and hz along x, y,
and z, respectively, the B matrix is much simplified and the
preceding equation reduces to

1
v � (v � v � v � vx,x x1 x2 x3 x44hx

� v � v � v � v ),x5 x6 x7 x8

which is essentially an averaged central finite-difference for-
mula.

Calculating the element stress rate at the element center
from the velocity gradient gives

ṙ � kd v � l(v � v ), (4)ij ij l,l i, j j,i

where k and l are Lame’s constants of the element and dij

is the Kronecker delta. The nodal force rate caused by the
stress rate within the element is then given by

stressḟ � VB ṙ , (5)iI jI ij

where V is the element volume. Only one Gaussian point
(the center of element) has been used in the element inte-
gration. Note the use of the B matrix in the evaluation of
stress divergences. For clarity, we expand the elemental
nodal force rates in the y direction:

stressḟ � V[B ṙ � B ṙ � B ṙ ],y1 11 xy 21 yy 31 yz

stressḟ � V[B ṙ � B ṙ � B ṙ ],y2 12 xy 22 yy 32 yz

stressḟ � V[B ṙ � B ṙ � B ṙ ],y3 13 xy 23 yy 33 yz

stressḟ � V[B ṙ � B ṙ � B ṙ ],y4 14 xy 24 yy 34 yz

stress stress stress stress˙ ˙ ˙ ˙f � � f , f � � f ,y5 y3 y6 y4

stress stress stress stress˙ ˙ ˙ ˙f � � f , and f � � f .y7 y1 y8 y2

Here the antisymmetry of the B matrix has been used.
The use of one-point integration can result in certain

deformation modes remaining stressless. These zero-energy
modes are called hourglass modes. If a mesh is consistent
with a global pattern of hourglass modes, they quickly dom-
inate and destroy the solution. In general, both a viscous and
stiffness hourglass control scheme can be used to prevent
the hourglass modes from developing in the mesh (Flanagan
and Belytschko, 1981).

The amplitudes of the hourglass modes in the element
are given by

q̇ � v u , (6)i� iI �I

where Greek subscripts have a range of {1, 2, 3, 4} and the
hourglass base vector u� is defined as follows:

u � [1 1 �1 �1 �1 �1 1 1],1

u � [1 �1 �1 1 �1 1 1 �1],2

u � [1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1],3

and

u � [�1 1 �1 1 1 �1 1 �1].4

In a viscous hourglass control scheme, the hourglass
forces can be approximated by

vhg 2/3f � ��V V q̇ u , (7)iI p i� �I

where q and VP are the density and the P-wave velocity of
the element, respectively, and v is a tunable parameter that
is usually set in the range 0.05–0.15 (Goudreau and Hall-
quist, 1982).

If a stiffness hourglass control scheme is used, the stiff-
ness hourglass force rates can be approximated by
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jehg 1/3ḟ � (k � 2l)V q̇ u , (8)iI i� �I16

where the tunable parameter j is usually 0.3. The rate form
is used for the stiffness hourglass control because it is more
suitable for large deformation problems (Flanagan and Be-
lytschko, 1981). The total elastic nodal force rate caused by
both the stress and hourglass modes is given by

elastic stress ehg˙ ˙ ˙f � f � f . (9)jI jI jI

In the viscous hourglass approach, the hourglass modes
are effectively damped by the hourglass forces. Some hour-
glassing may, however, still occur. Because there is no stiff-
ness in the hourglass control, mesh distortion caused by
small hourglassing is permanent. The viscous and stiffness
hourglass control schemes can, however, be used together
to eliminate the permanent mesh distortion. The advantage
of the viscous hourglass damping is that it is orthogonal to
the uniform strain mode for a parallelpiped element, that is,
the solution is insensitive to the level of the damping. Thus,
it provides an effective way to kill the spurious high-
frequency oscillations during the calculation. For example,
the viscous hourglass damping can be applied in the simu-
lation of earthquake-rupture dynamics (Day, 1982; Day et
al., 2005) to provide a “clean” slip-rate field, where large
oscillations can affect the rupture speed.

Flanagan and Belytschko (1981) present a slightly dif-
ferent hourglass control formulation, where the hourglass
forces are orthogonal to the uniform strain mode for any
element shape. Belytschko et al. (1984) point out that the
hourglass forces in the preceding scheme can affect the uni-
form strain mode for nonparallelpiped elements, and there-
fore does not exactly meet the consistency conditions. The
effects of the small deviation from consistency are, however,
not yet known. Goudreau and Hallquist (1982) demonstrate
that this scheme works satisfactorily for most cases. For its
simplicity and efficiency, this formulation has become the
core of many commercial finite-element software programs.
We use this formulation in the remainder of this article. The
formulation of Flanagan and Belytschko (1981) can be sim-
ilarly implemented.

The detailed computational sequence for the implemen-
tation of one-point integration with the hourglass control
schemes is shown in Appendix B. Because second-order
hexahedral elements are used exclusively in the mesh, the
mass matrix can be easily lumped into a diagonal matrix,
thus leading to a highly efficient explicit finite-element
scheme. It requires a minimum of 10 nodes per wavelength.
The stability condition is given by Dt � heq/VP, where Dt is
the timestep and heq is the equivalent element size.

Modeling of PML

Formulation

In the typical PML formulation, each velocity or stress
component is split into two additional components: one is

normal to the PML-interior interface and the other is parallel
with the interface, with the damping associated only with
the normal component. Such split and selectively damped
elastodynamic equations lead to a nonreflective PML-interior
interface before spatial discretization with the waves decaying
exponentially in the PML. After the PML is discretized in
numerical methods, the PML-interior interface is no longer
nonreflective due to numerical dispersion and a finite layer
width. However, the reflection can be kept sufficiently small
even with a very thin layer width and a smooth damping
profile.

Following Collino and Tsogka (2001), the three-
dimensional equations of motion in the PML region can be
split into

x y zv � v � v � v ,x x x x

x v xq[ v � d(x ) v ] � r ,x,t x xx,x

y v yq[ v � d(y ) v ] � r ,x,t x xy,y

z v zq[ v � d(z ) v ] � r ,x,t x xz,z

x y zv � v � v � v ,y y y y

x v xq[ v � d(x ) v ] � r ,y,t y xy,x (10)
y v yq[ v � d(y ) v ]� r ,y,t y yy,y

z v zq[ v � d(z ) v ] � r ,y,t y yz,z

x y zv � v � v � v ,z z z z

x v xq[ v � d(x ) v ] � r ,z,t z xz,x

y v yq[ v � d(y ) v ] � r ,z,t z yz,y

z v zq[ v � d(z ) v ] � r ,z,t z zz,z

and the Hooke’s Law can be similarly given by

x y zr � r � r � r ,xx xx xx xx

x r xr � d(x ) r � (k � 2l)v ,xx,t xx x,x

y r yr � d(y ) r � kv ,xx,t xx y,y

z r zr � d(z ) r � kv ,xx,t xx z,z

x y zr � r � r � r ,yy yy yy yy

x r xr � d(x ) r � kv ,yy,t yy x,x (11)
y r yr � d(y ) r � (k � 2l)v ,yy,t yy y,y

z r zr � d(z ) r � kv ,yy,t yy z,z

x y zr � r � r � r ,zz zz zz zz

x r xr � d(x ) r � kv ,zz,t zz x,x

y r yr � d(y ) r � kv ,zz,t zz y,y

z r zr � d(z ) r � (k � 2l)v ,zz,t zz z,z
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x yr � r � r ,xy xy xy

x r xr � d(x ) r � lv ,xy,t xy y,x

y r yr � d(y ) r � lv ,xy,t xy x,y

x zr � r � r ,xz xz xz

x r xr � d(x ) r � lv ,xz,t xz z,x

z r zr � d(z ) r � lv ,xz,t xz x,z

y zr � r � r ,yz yz yz

y r yr � d(y ) r � lv ,yz,t yz z,y

z r zr � d(z ) r � lv ,yz,t yz y,z

where d is the damping profile, xm, ym, and zm are the distances
from an element node where the velocity is defined to the
PML-interior interface along x, y, and z, respectively, and xr,
yr, and zr are the distances measured from the center of an
element where the stress is defined to the interface. Equa-
tions (10) and (11) are given for the general case. Note that
the damping terms in the equations can be zero depending
on the element location in the PML region. If an element is
in the PML-bounding plane, then there is only one nonzero
damping term. For elements in edge regions, damping takes
effect in two directions; therefore, only one damping term is
zero. For elements in corner regions, all three damping terms
are nonzero. We refer the reader to figure 2 in Marcinkovich
and Olsen (2003) for more details on the geometry.

After discretizing the PML region using eight-node hex-
ahedral elements, the discrete form of the preceding equa-
tions can be easily obtained following the one-point integra-
tion scheme shown previously.

The velocity gradient can be obtained from the B matrix
by using:

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2D v � B (v � v ) � B (v � v )x i 11 i1 i7 12 i2 i8

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2� B (v � v ) � B (v � v ) ,13 i3 i5 14 i4 i6

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2D v � B (v � v ) � B (v � v )y i 21 i1 i7 22 i2 i8

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2� B (v � v ) � B (v � v ) ,23 i3 i5 24 i4 i6

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2D v � B (v � v ) � B (v � v )z i 31 i1 i7 32 i2 i8

n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2 n�1/2� B (v � v ) � B (v � v ) ,33 i3 i5 34 i4 i6

where n is the temporal index. Then the discrete form of
equation (11) follows straightforwardly:

n x n y n z nr � r � r � r ,xx xx xx xx

x n x n�1 x n x n�1r � r r � rxx xx xx xxr� d(x ) � (k�2l)D v ,x xDt 2

y n y n�1 y n y n�1r � r r � rxx xx xx xxr� d(y ) � kD v ,y yDt 2

z n z n�1 z n z n�1r � r r � rxx xx xx xxr� d(z ) � kD v ,z zDt 2

n x n y n z nr � r � r � r ,yy yy yy yy

x n x n�1 x n x n�1r � r r � ryy yy yy yyr� d(x ) � kD v ,x xDt 2

y n y n�1 y n y n�1r � r r � ryy yy yy yyr� d(y ) � (k � 2l)D v ,y yDt 2

z z n�1 z n z n�1nr � r r � ryy yy yy yyr� d(z ) � kD v ,z zDt 2

n x n y n z nr � r � r � r ,zz zz zz zz

x n x n�1 x n x n�1r � r r � rzz zz zz zzr� d(x ) � kD v ,x xDt 2

y n y n�1 y n y n�1r � r r � rzz zz zz zzr� d(y ) � kD v ,y yDt 2

z n z n�1 z n z n�1r � r r � rzz zz zz zzr� d(z ) � (k � 2l)D v ,z zDt 2

n x n y nr � r � r ,xy xy xy

x n x n�1 x n x n�1r � r r � rxy xy xy xyr� d(x ) � lD v ,x yDt 2

y n y n�1 y n y n�1r � r r � rxy xy xy xyr� d(y ) � lD v ,y xDt 2

n x n z nr � r � r ,xz xz xz

x n x n�1 x n x n�1r � r r � rxz xz xz xzr� d(x ) � lD v ,x zDt 2

z n z n�1 z n z n�1r � r r � rxz xz xz xzr� d(z ) � lD v ,z xDt 2

n y n z nr � r � r ,yz yz yz

y n y n�1 y n y n�1r � r r � ryz yz yz yzr� d(y ) � lD v ,y zDt 2

z n z n�1 z n z n�1r � r r � ryz yz yz yzr� d(z ) � lD v .z yDt 2

(12)

To discretize equation (10), we take two steps. First, we
use the B matrix to calculate the elemental nodal forces
caused by the stress derivatives on the right side of equation
(10):
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Elemental nodal forces along x

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,x1 11 xx x1 21 xy x1 31 xz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,x2 12 xx x2 22 xy x2 32 xz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,x3 13 xx x3 23 xy x3 33 xz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,x4 14 xx x4 24 xy x4 34 xz

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,x5 x3 x5 x3 x5 x3

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,x6 x4 x6 x4 x6 x4

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,x7 x1 x7 x1 x7 x1

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,x8 x2 x8 x2 x8 x2

Elemental nodal forces along y
x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,y1 11 xy y1 21 yy y1 31 yz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,y2 12 xy y2 22 yy y2 32 yz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,y3 13 xy y3 23 yy y3 33 yz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,y4 14 xy y4 24 yy y4 34 yz

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,y5 y3 y5 y3 y5 y3

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,y6 y4 y6 y4 y6 y4

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,y7 y1 y7 y1 y7 y1

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,y8 y2 y8 y2 y8 y2

Elemental nodal forces along z
x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f , � VB r ,z1 11 xz z1 21 yz z1 31 zz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,z2 12 xz z2 22 yz z2 32 zz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,z3 13 xz z3 23 yz z3 33 zz

x e n y e n z e nf � VB r , f � VB r , f � VB r ,z4 14 xz z4 24 yz z4 34 zz

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,z5 z3 z5 z3 z5 z3

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f ,z6 z4 z6 z4 z6 z4

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f .z7 z1 z7 z1 z7 z1

x e x e y e y e z e z ef � � f , f � � f , f � � f .z8 z2 z8 z2 z8 z2

Then the discrete form of the equation (10) is given by

x n�1/2 x n�1/2 x n�1/2 x n�1/2V � V V � Vi i i iv x eM � D(x ) � � f ,� i� �Dt 2 e

y n�1/2 y n�1/2 y n�1/2 y n�1/2V � V V � Vi i i iv y eM � D(y ) � � f , (14)� i� �Dt 2 e

z n�1/2 z n�1/2 z n�1/2 z n�1/2V � V V � Vi i i iv z eM � D(z ) � � f ,� i� �Dt 2 e

where M is the global mass vector, i is the direction x, y, or
z, xVi,

yVi, and zVi are the three global velocity vectors, D is
the global vector associated with damping, and ,x ef� i

e

, and represent the global internal force vectorsy e z ef f� i � i
e e

assembled by summing the elemental nodal force contribu-
tions from all the elements in the PML region. In this dis-
cretization, however, hourglass modes can develop in the
PML region.

To control the hourglass modes, we introduce a new
velocity component: the hourglass velocity hgvi, which is
only associated with the hourglass forces. We tested both
the viscous and stiffness hourglass control schemes in the
PML and found that the PML becomes unstable with the use
of a stiffness hourglass scheme. Therefore, we use only the
viscous hourglass control in the PML. Following equation
(7), the viscous hourglass force caused by nodal velocity is
given by

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (b � c � d � e ),i1 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (b � c � d � e ),i2 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (�b � c � d � e ),i3 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (�b � c � d � e ),i4 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (�b � c � d � e ),i5 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (�b � c � d � e ),i6 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (b � c � d � e ),i7 P i i i i

hg e 2/3f � vqV V (b � c � d � e ),i8 P i i i i

where i is the direction x, y, or z, and

b � v �v �v �v �v �v �v �v ,i i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8

c � v �v �v �v �v �v �v �v ,i i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 (15)

d � v �v �v �v �v �v �v �v ,i i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8

e � �v �v �v �v �v �v �v �v .i i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8

Then the global hourglass velocity hgVi can be simply up-
dated by

hg n�1/2 hg n�1/2V � Vi i hg eM � � f , (16)� iDt e
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Figure 2. Model for the Lamb’s problem. A ver-
tical force is applied at the surface of a homogeneous
half-space. A small triangle denotes the observation
point.

where i is the direction x, y, or z and is the globalhg ef� i
e

hourglass force vector formed by summing the elemental
hourglass forces over all the elements in the PML. Finally,
the total velocity Vi can be updated using

n�1/2 x n�1/2 y n�1/2 z n�1/2 hg n�1/2V � V � V � V � V . (17)i i i i i

At the outer boundary of the PML region, we impose
Dirichlet boundary conditions, that is, we set the velocities
to zero. At the interface of the PML and the interior, we
impose the velocity-boundary conditions by using the ve-
locities along the interface calculated in the interior region.

Numerical Examples

There can be different functional forms associated with
the damping profile d(x). In the following examples we use

23V 1 xPd(x) � log , (18)� �� �2D R D

which is used by many investigators, for example, Collino
and Tsogka (2001), where D is the width of the PML, x is
the distance perpendicular to the PML-interior interface
along which the velocity or stress component normal to the
interface is damped, and R is the theoretical reflection co-
efficient when a plane P wave is incident normal to the PML.
In the following examples, we use D � 6h, where h is the
element size in the case of a uniform mesh or the largest
element size in the case of the unstructured mesh shown in
Figure 7, and the theoretical reflection coefficient R � 0.01.

Lamb’s Problem. Classic ABCs absorb body waves rela-
tively well, especially when the incident wave is normal to
the boundary. They behave rather poorly for Rayleigh
waves. This is largely due to the elliptical particle motions
of Rayleigh waves. In Lamb’s problem, a strong Rayleigh
wave is excited by applying an impulselike surface load, thus
providing a good test for the performance of PML in ab-
sorbing surface waves.

We apply a vertical force at the free surface of a ho-
mogeneous half-space. The geometry of the physical prob-
lem and material properties are shown in Figure 2. The di-
mensions of the model are 6 km � 6 km � 3 km. The force
is a narrow-banded Gaussian type of pulse with a functional
form f(t) � A exp[�1000(t � t0)

2], where the amplitude
A � 1013 N, and t0 � 0.25 sec. We discretize the model by
using uniform cubic elements with a length of 20 m. The
timestep is 3.25 msec.

We surround the model by PMLs with a thickness of
120 m, except for the free surface. We compare the solutions
of the PML to the first-order absorbing boundary of Lysmer
and Kuhlmeyer (1969). Simple dampers are used along the
model boundary in the formulation of Lysmer and Kuhl-
meyer (1969), which has about the same accuracy as the

first-order paraxial approximation of Clayton and Engquist
(1977).

Figure 3 shows snapshots of wave propagation at dif-
ferent instants of time. Because of the symmetry conditions,
only one horizontal component of surface displacement is
shown. The largest amplitude in the snapshots corresponds
to the Rayleigh wavefront. Strong reflections are seen from
the first-order absorbing boundaries. The reflection coeffi-
cient for this ABC is about 10%. Almost no reflections are
observed from the PML when the results are presented in the
normal scale. Indeed, to see the reflection from the PML
clearly, we magnify the results by a factor 50 (see Fig. 4).
The reflection coefficient for the PML is about 1%, very close
to the theoretical reflection coefficient R that we used in
equation (18). We show the displacement time histories at
the observation point, 3 km from the source, in Figure 5.
The direct P wave, S wave, and nondispersive Rayleigh
wave can be clearly seen. Again strong reflections are ob-
served in the first-order absorbing boundary, and almost no
waves are reflected from the PML, showing an excellent ab-
sorption of Rayleigh waves with PML. The tangential dis-
placement should be zero because of the problem’s sym-
metry, but spurious energy is observed from the first-order
absorbing boundary.

A Double-Couple Point Source. In our second example,
we model a double-couple point source in a one-layered ve-
locity structure. The geometry of the model and material
properties are shown in Figure 6. The dimension of the
model is 20 km � 20 km � 12 km. The double-couple
source with strike, 90�; dip, 90�; rake, 0�; and M0 1016 N m
is located at depth 2 km, and the moment rate function is a
cosine function given by

M 2pt0 1 � cos , if 0 � t � T� �˙ T TM(t) � �
0, otherwise

with a width of T � 0.2 sec.
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Figure 4. The snapshots with the PML (D � 6h)
at 2 sec in the Lamb’s problem are magnified by a
factor of 50 to see the reflections.

We use a slightly unstructured mesh (Fig. 7) to discre-
tize the model. The advantage of the unstructured mesh
shown in Figure 7 is that the mesh can be coarsened with
depth to retain a similar number of nodes per wavelength.
In general, seismic-wave speed increases with depth. The
element sizes are first doubled in one horizontal dimension
and, subsequently, at a greater depth, in the second horizon-
tal dimension. The mesh coarsening can be made as many
times as is appropriate. This implementation dramatically
decreases the number of degrees of freedom without losing
accuracy in wave-propagation modeling. Outside the veloc-
ity transition zones, the mesh is structured. This mesh has
been widely used in the spectral-element simulation of both
regional and global wave propagations (Komatitsch and
Tromp, 1999, 2002a,b; Komatitsch et al., 2002, 2004). In
our example, we discretize the top layer and half-space with
uniform elements of size of 50 m and 100 m, respectively.
There is one transition zone where the element size is dou-
bled from 50 m to 100 m starting from the layer interface
and extending over four elements to 1.2 km at depth. The
timestep is 8 msec. We calculate waves up to 3 Hz.

To implement the PML, we extend the mesh for 600 m
from the interior region to the PML region, except at the free
surface. Thus, the element size is also doubled from depth
1 km to 1.2 km in the PML. Outside the transition zone, the
elements are uniform. Figure 8 shows snapshots of horizon-
tal and vertical surface velocities at two instants of time.
Because of the symmetry of the problem, only one horizontal
component is shown. Waves with incident angle normal to

Figure 3. Snapshots of the surface displacement in
the Lamb’s problem with the use of the first-order
ABC and the PML (D � 6h). Because of the symmetry of
the problem, only one horizontal component is shown. The
PML absorbs Rayleigh waves very well. Large spu-
rious energies are reflected from the first-order ab-
sorbing boundaries.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of displacement time his-
tories at the observation point for the Lamb’s problem
using the PML (D � 6h) and the first-order ABC. All
three components are plotted on the same scale. Be-
cause of the symmetry of the problem, the tangential
component should be zero. The first-order ABC be-
haves rather poorly for the Rayleigh wave and large
spurious waves are reflected. The PML absorbs Ray-
leigh waves very well without observable reflections. Figure 7. Unstructured hexahedral elements used

to define a mesh with smaller elements at the top of
the structure, where wave speeds are usually smaller,
and with bigger elements at the bottom, where wave
speeds are usually larger. We double the element size
first in one of the horizontal directions and then in the
other. The elements at the bottom are twice as large
as the surface elements. The coarsening can be ap-
plied as many times as is appropriate. In this way, a
roughly constant number of nodes per wavelength is
obtained everywhere and the number of degrees of
freedom can be dramatically reduced.

Figure 6. Model of a double-couple point source
in a one-layered medium. The source is located at 2
km at depth. The layer is 1 km thick. The small tri-
angle denotes the observation point.

the boundary are well absorbed by the first-order ABC. For
other incident angles, however, the reflection is large. At
15 sec, the reflected waves dominate the solution in the in-
terior region. An excellent absorption is obtained by PML
for waves with almost all incident angles. Figure 9 compares
the velocity time histories at the observation point. Strong
reflections (reflection coefficient �10%) are observed from
the first-order absorbing boundary, whereas there are almost
no observable reflections from the PML. To see the reflec-
tions from the PML, we magnify the time histories after
20 sec by a factor about 100 (see Fig. 9d). The reflection
coefficient is about 1%. The reflections from the first-order
absorbing boundary affect the time histories as early as
�3 sec. This example illustrates the good performance of
the PML with strong body waves, even with irregular ele-
ments in the PML region.

Coarse-Grain Modeling of Q

Formulation

Following the underlying principle of the coarse-grain
method of modeling Q (Day, 1998; Day and Bradley, 2001),
we distribute eight pairs of relaxation times and weights to
the center of elements in a spatially periodic manner. Each
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Figure 8. Snapshots of the surface velocities due
to a double-couple point source in a one-layered me-
dium with the use of first-order ABC and PML (D �
6h). Because of symmetry of the problem, only one
horizontal component is shown. The PML absorbs
waves well at almost all incidence angles. Large re-
flections are observed when waves are incident at an
oblique angle on the first-order absorbing boundaries.
At 15 sec, the reflections from the first-order ABC
dominate the solution in the interior region.

element is controlled by only one relaxation mechanism,
which is fully determined by the assigned relaxation time
and weights. However, the contributions from all neighbor-
ing elements together can give a good approximation of a
given attenuation model.

It is straightforward to distribute pairs of relaxation time
and weight to a structured finite-element mesh. We use

k � 1 � (p mod 2) � 2(q mod 2) � 4(r mod 2),

which was first used by Day (1998), where p, q, and r are

the three spatial indices, and k is the coarse-grain index by
which the pair of relaxation time and weights is assigned to
the element. Figure 10a shows such a distribution of the
coarse-grain index k. It is less straightforward to distribute
the index k for the mesh shown in Figure 7. The difficulty
lies in the transition zone where unstructured finite elements
are used. However, there are still spatial regularities in the
mesh. We distribute the index k as periodically as possible
in space (shown in Fig. 10b). Each node in the thin unstruc-
tured mesh layer is associated with 6, 8, or 12 elements. In
the coarse-grain sense, this implementation should give a
good approximation of the attenuation model for the perio-
dicity of distribution of index k over a larger coarse-grain
unit. Moreover, the total width of the unstructured mesh
layer is only one fifth the wavelength so that the effect of
the distribution of index k in the unstructured mesh layer in
Figure 10b is negligible. This is demonstrated in our nu-
merical example.

There are various ways to get the relaxation time sk and
weights wk for each Q. Here we use the approach of Liu and
Archuleta (2006). One identical set of relaxation times sk is
used for any Q between Qmin (Qmin � 5) and Qmax � 5000).
Two sets of weight coefficients wk and one set of relaxation
times sk are optimized by applying the simulated annealing
algorithm (Liu et al., 1995) to simultaneously fit Qmin and
Qmax. Using the weight coefficients for Qmin andminQwk

for Qmax, the weight coefficient for any constantmaxQ Qw wk k

Q between Qmin and Qmax can be interpolated through an
empirical formula (see equation 6 in Liu and Archuleta
[2006]).

Once the coarse-grain index k is assigned to each ele-
ment, the relaxation time sk and weights and can beP Sw wk k

calculated for a given QP (quality factor for P wave) and QS

(quality factor for S wave), where and are the weightsP Sw wk k

for QP and QS, respectively. We define a memory variable
, which is essentially the anelastic stress caused by theQrij

assigned relaxation mechanism represented by sk, , andPwk

. The memory variable is governed byS Qw rk ij

Q Q Ss r � r � 2le wk ij ij kij, t (19)
P S� [(k � 2l)w � 2lw ] e d ,k ll ijk

where eij is the elastic strain tensor. Then the total stress rij

caused by both the elastic stress and the anelastic stressErij

can be given byQrij

E Qr � r � r . (20)ij ij ij

Equation 19 can be discretized as

Q,n�1/2 Q,n�1/2�Dt/s �Dt/sk kr � e r � (1 � e )ij ij

P SS{2le w � [(k � 2l)w � 2lw ]e d }, (21)ij k k k ll ij

where n is the temporal index and Dt is the timestep. The
expression exp(�Dt/sk) is used in equation (21) rather than
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Figure 9. Comparisons of velocity time histories at the observation point for a
double-couple point-source in a one-layered medium using PML (D � 6h, solid line)
and a first-order ABC (dashed line). Large reflections are observed from the first-order
absorbing boundary and these reflections affect the solution as early as �3 sec. No
observable reflections are seen from the PML at the normal scale. In (d), we magnify
the time histories with the PML after 20 sec by a factor of about 100. The reflection
coefficient is about 1%. All results have been low-pass filtered at 3 Hz.

Figure 10. Distribution of the coarse-grain index k in the structured finite-element
mesh (a) and the unstructured finite-element mesh (b) (as shown in Fig. 7). Each ele-
ment is assigned an index k. For clarity, only the indices for surface elements are shown.
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Figure 11. The velocity time histories of the model are compared with analytical
solutions at the observation point for a double-couple point source in a one-layered
medium with attenuation. We show results for both a structured mesh and an unstruc-
tured mesh when the modulus is obtained through a harmonic average and an arithmetic
average. Peak velocity (m/sec) for each component is indicated at the upper right of
each trace. All results have been lowpass filtered at 3 Hz.
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the first diagonal Padé approximant (1 � 0.5Dt/sk)/(1 �
0.5Dt/sk) because the Padé approximant can be negative
when the relaxation time sk is very small (Liu and Archuleta,
2006). The stress can be obtained by the interpolationQ,n

rij

1Q,n Q,n�1/2 Q,n�1/2
r � (r � r ). (22)ij ij ij2

Once the stress is obtained, we add it to the elasticQ,n
rij

stress using equation (20), which can then be distributed
through the B matrix to the elemental nodal forces as in
previous implementations.

Numerical Example

We test our finite-element implementation of the coarse-
grain modeling of Q in the same model used earlier, as
shown in Figure 6. Except for attenuations in the velocity
structure, this model has the same parameters as the model
we used in the Modeling of PML section. For the top layer,
we use QP � 20 and QS � 10. For the half-space, we use
QP � 100 and QS � 50. We implement the coarse-grain
approach in both a structured finite-element mesh and an
unstructured finite-element mesh with the distributions of the
coarse-grain index as shown in Figure 10. We set the ref-
erence frequency at 1.0 Hz. The analytical solution is cal-
culated by the frequency-wavenumber (FK) method.

In the coarse-grain approach, the relaxation times and
relaxation weights are determined so that the average mod-
ulus over the coarse-grained volume across eight adjacent
elements gives a Q model that matches the target Q. The
average modulus is conventionally calculated through an
arithmetic average. However, Graves and Day (2003)
showed that the harmonic average of the modulus works
better for the coarse-grain system. We test both the arith-
metic average and harmonic average in the example.

Figure 11 shows the three velocity components at the
observation point, 10 km from the epicenter. The waveforms
obtained through the harmonic average of modulus show an
excellent agreement with the analytical solutions in both the
structured and unstructured mesh. In the modulus calculated
with an arithmetic average, the amplitudes of the waveforms
are well reproduced, but the phases show mismatches. This
confirms the results of Graves and Day (2003), that is, the
harmonic average of modulus is more accurate in the coarse-
grain approach, especially when Q is small. The unstructured
mesh generates almost identical results with the structured
mesh in both averaging schemes, which demonstrates the
high accuracy of our implementation of the coarse-grain ap-
proach in the unstructured mesh.

Conclusion

We have presented a finite-element implementation of
PML and the coarse-grain method for modeling Q. The one-
point integration in the finite-element method gives rise to a

natural implementation of the velocity-stress formulation of
PML. It allows the use of both regular and irregular elements.
By testing Lamb’s problem and wave propagation in a lay-
ered velocity structure, the PML shows excellent perfor-
mance: both surface waves and body waves are well ab-
sorbed with no observable reflections. The one-point
integration also leads to an easy incorporation of the coarse-
grain approach for modeling Q. Anelastic wave propagations
using the coarse-grain approach with both a structured and
unstructured mesh show excellent agreement with analytical
solutions when the viscoelastic modulus is calculated
through a harmonic average over the coarse-grain unit. Our
approach greatly expands the applicability of PML and the
coarse-grain approach for modeling Q and can be easily im-
plemented in other numerical methods.
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Appendix A

Determination of the B Matrix

Following the isoparametric transformation, the deriv-
atives with respect to x, y, and z are related to the derivatives
with respect to n, g, and f through

�x �y �z

�n �n �n �� � xn x
�x �y �z

� � J � � � ,g y y�g �g �g� � � � � �
� � �f z �x �y �z� � z

�n �n �n

where the Jocobian matrix J is a function of n, g, and f.
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It can be shown that

x �x �x �x �x �x �x �x y �y �y �y �y �y �y �y z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1

J(0, 0, 0) � x �x �x �x �x �x �x �x y �y �y �y �y �y �y �y z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 88 � �
x �x �x �x �x �x �x �x y �y �y �y �y �y �y �y z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

and the element volume V � 8|J(0,0,0)|.
By calculating J�1 (0,0,0), we can determine the B ma-

trix following equation (1):

1
B � [y (z � z ) � y (z � z ) � y (z � z )],11 82 54 63 35 42 86 46 52 8316V

1
B � [y (z � z ) � y (z � z ) � y (z � z )],12 53 61 74 46 13 57 17 63 5416V

1
B � [y (z � z ) � y (z � z ) � y (z � z )],13 64 72 81 17 24 68 28 74 6116V

1
B � [y (z � z ) � y (z � z ) � y (z � z )],14 71 83 52 28 31 75 35 81 7216V

1
B � [z (x �x ) � z (x �x ) � z (x �x )],21 82 54 63 35 42 86 46 52 8316V

1
B � [z (x �x ) � z (x �x ) � z (x �x )],22 53 61 74 46 13 57 17 63 5416V

1
B � [z (x �x ) � z (x �x ) � z (x �x )],23 64 72 81 17 24 68 28 74 6116V

1
B � [z (x �x ) � z (x �x ) � z (x �x )],24 71 83 52 28 31 75 35 81 7216V

1
B � [x (y �y ) � x (y �y ) � x (y �y )],31 82 54 63 35 42 86 46 52 8316V

1
B � [x (y �y ) � x (y �y ) � x (y �y )],32 53 61 74 46 13 57 17 63 5416V

1
B � [x (y �y ) � x (y �y ) � x (y �y )],33 64 72 81 17 24 68 28 74 6116V

1
B � [x (y �y ) � x (y �y ) � x (y �y )],34 71 83 52 28 31 75 35 81 7216V

B � �B , B � �B , B � �B ,15 13 25 23 35 33

B � �B , B � �B , B � �B ,16 14 26 24 36 34

B � �B , B � �B , B � �B ,17 11 27 21 37 31

B � �B , B � �B , B � �B ,18 12 28 22 38 32

where xIJ � xI � xJ, yIJ � yI � yJ, and zIJ � zI � zJ.

Appendix B

Computational Sequence of the One-Point Integration
Algorithm with Both the Viscous and Stiffness

Hourglass Control

1. The global internal elastic force vector andelastic,n�1F i

global velocity vector are known at time t � nDt,n�1/2V i

where n is the temporal index and Dt is the timestep.
2. Loop over all the elements.

a. Calculate the element volume V.
b. Calculate the B matrix from Appendix A.
c. Calculate the velocity gradient mi,j from equation (2).
d. Calculate the stress rate from equation (4).rij

e. Calculate the nodal force rate caused by thestressḟjl

stress rate using equation (5).
f. Calculate the stiffness hourglass force rate usingehgḟjl

equation (8).
g. Calculate the element elastic-force rate fromelasticḟjl

equation (9).
h. Update the element elastic-force elastic,nf �jl

and add it to the global internalelastic,n�1 elastic˙f � f Dtjl jl

elastic-force vector .elastic,nF i

i. Calculate the viscous hourglass force from equa-vhgfjl
tion (7) and add it to the global viscous hourglass-force
vector .vhg,nF i

3. Update the velocity vector n�1/2 n�1/2V � V �i i

, where is theext,n elastic,n vhg,n ext,n(F � F � F )/MDt Fi i i i

global external-force vector at t � nDt and M is the
global lumped mass vector.

4. Go to step 1 to begin the next timestep.
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